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Evaluating brittleness and fragmentation of conventional 
polymers and biopolymers upon photoaging

SEALIVE (Strategies of circular Economy and Advanced bio-based solutions to keep our Lands and seas alIVE from plastics contamination) is a H2020 innovation project, which vision is to
reduce plastic waste and contamination on land and in seas by boosting the use of biomaterials and contributing to the circular economy with cohesive bio-plastic strategies.
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WP7 - Pre-normative studies and standardisation of 

biodegradable solutions

Concluclusion

• Clear changes in the mechanical properties were observed after 100 h of photoaging for HDPE
films and after 25 h of photoaging for PLA.

• Initial degradation evolutions on molecular level were depicted for both PLA and HDPE very
clearly by melt rheology.

Future work

• Photoaging-fragmentation study will be extended to other biodegradable and biobased
polymers.

• Analytical tools will be extended and adapted for the different polymers investigated.

• Study the aging of polymers under wet conditions and cycles of wet-dry conditions, as well as
aging-biodegradation relationship.
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Background: As part of WP7, polymer degradation is investigated in several real service-life and
end-of-life conditions, through the respective demonstrator products. This will allow us to assess the life
cycle of polymers and to eventually develop international biodegradation and ecotoxicity standards for
bioplastics. Particularly, urgent concerns of polymers’ end-of-life are focused on the potential hazards
and risks associated with microplastics. A prevailing source of microplastics is the fragmentation of
macro plastics or product wear, however studies on the rates of fragmentation of polymers under
various conditions are to date limited [1, 2].

Method: High Density Polytethylene,
HDPE, (Versalis) of thickness 50 µm, and an
emerging biopolymer film, polylactic acid,
PLA, (Total Corbion PLA L175) of thickness
150 µm were aged in an accelerated
photoaging chamber (fig.2). Here, we
investigate the interrelation between the
photoaging and brittleness of the polymers.

Mechanical properties: Tensile testing of HDPE aged films (fig. 3a) show that after 100 h of
aging the polymer undergoes a drastic transition from ductile to brittle behaviour. For PLA, a rather
large drop in the elongation break is observed after only 25 h of aging in the SEPAP chamber (fig. 3b).

Demonstrators: New bio-plastic solutions will be up-scaled and their performance will be
demonstrated by 8 end-applications (fig. 1) in 6 regions spanning across Europe and South
America. The strategically selected demonstrators have high potential for pollution reduction on
soils and water media. To guarantee their adoption, SEALIVE innovations and strategies will be
supported by policy measures, proposals for new harmonized biodegradability standards and
training on the use and benefits of the solutions.

Fig. 3:  Elongation at break measured in machine direction at a testing speed of 30 mm/min of unaged and 
aged a) HDPE films and b) PLA films. 

Fig. 5: Differences in viscosity of a) HDPE films  and b) PLA films as a function of exposure time in the 
accelerated photoaging chamber.

Fig. 1: The 8-end applications that serve as demonstrators in order to test the performance of the biobased
and biodegradable plastic solutions developed within SEALIVE. 

a) b)

Fig. 4: Infrared spectra of polymer films after various exposure times in the SEPAP chamber of a) HDPE films 
and b) PLA films. All the spectra have been baseline corrected.

Fig. 2: SEPAP 12/24 device, Atlas Corp. λ >300nm, 
4Hg lamps, T=60°C

Viscoelastic behaviour: For HDPE (fig. 5a) there is an initial increase in viscosity (η) up until
100 h which is then followed by a decrease in viscosity. For PLA there is a drop in viscosity after
only 25 h of aging (fig. 5b). A decrease in elongation at break is usually explained as a result of
chain scissions and as observed in fig. 3 and fig. 5 there is a good correspondence between the
drastic drop in elongation at break with the drop in viscosity (dominating chain scission events
within polymer materials) of the PLA and HDPE films studied here [3, 4].

UV-Vis absorbance: For the HDPE films there is a shift
in absorption of UV light towards longer wavelength (fig. 6),
which is likely to be a result of carbonyl and/or conjugated
degradation by-products formed as the film is aged. For the
PLA films, no significant changes in the UV-Vis absorbance
were observed.

Thermal properties: The degree of crystallinity, Xc, decreases
after only 50 hours of aging for HDPE films (fig. 7), which is likely
to be a result of the chain cross-linking mechanism, also observed
in fig. 5. The degree of crystallization of PLA increases upon aging,
which is likely to be a result of chemicrystallization due to chain
scissions occurring.

Fig. 6: UV-Vis spectra of aged HDPE films.

Fig. 7: Degree of crystallization (Xc) 
of aged HDPE films (blue line) and 

PLA films (red line).

Degradation by-products: From Attenuated Total Reflectance (ATR) infrared spectroscopy a
broad peak at 1712 cm-1 in the carbonyl region appeared after 500 hours of photoaging for the HDPE
films (fig. 4a). This peak corresponds to different carbonyl groups formed during degradation. For the
PLA films the evolution of carbonyl degradation products is difficult to detect due to the presence of
the ester group in the polymer backbone (fig. 4b), however a broadening in the carbonyl peak is
observed in Fourier-Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) analyses.
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